Kyd on good grounds. Cornelia, the closet tragedy translated from Garnier, offers a boldly skeptical view of the beginnings of the Roman empire which powerfully resonates in the context of the succession debate of the 1590s. These plays, however, are forgotten by all but speciali s t~.~ Even Peter B. Murray, who has written a full-length study of The Spanish Tragedy with the misleading title Thomas Kyd, disposed of them with a few words: "a book about Thomas Kyd turns out to be a book about The Spanish Tragedy. And this is as it should be. ''6 The entirety of the dramatic works of Thomas Kyd, whom T. S. Eliot called an "extraordinary dramatic (if not poetic) genius," deserves closer scrutiny than has hitherto been allowed.' This essay will begin with The First Part of Ieronimo. With the Warres of Portugall, and the liji and death of Don Andma (hereafter " I Hieronimo") which was printed in 1605. I will argue that the play's relationship to The Spanish Tragedy has hitherto been misunderstood. It represents a post-1600 revision of Kyd's genuine first part-called "doneoracio" in Henslowe's diary-of which about onethird survives in the text of I Hieronimo. At the end of my analysis, not only I Hieronimo but also The Spanish Tragedy emerges as a different play from the one we have hitherto studied. Like the second parts of Tamburlaine and Henry IVor like Antonio's Revenge, it is a sequel that needs to be read in the context of its first part.
I1
Scholarship on the anonymous I Hieronimo has been dominated by the question of its origin and its relationship to the fore-piece to The Spanish Tragedy referred to in Henslowe's diary. Among the performances by Lord Strange's Men listed there, the &ary features the following entries:* Sidney Lee believed that "Ieronymo" refers to I Hieronimo, and that by "spanes comodye donne oracoe," "comodey of done oracio," "done oracio:' and "comodey Ieronymo7" Henslowe meant The Spanish Tragedy.'
Today most scholars agree that the contrary is true. "Ieronymo" is the title under which Kyd's contemporaries knew and parodied The Spanish Tragedy. The entries also document that the companion-piece was clearly less popular and the takings more modest. When "Jeronemo" or "Joronymo" was revived in 1597 for a run of thirteen performances, the "doneoracio" (hereafter "Don Horario") had disappeared from the repertoire. O n three occasions, The Spanish Tragedy was performed immediately after its companion-piece: March I 3 and 14, March 22 (Saturday) and 24 (Monday), and May 21 and 22. This, too, suggests that Don Horutio was a fore-piece to, or formed a two-part play with, The Spanish Tragedy.
Critics have disagreed about whether The Spanish Tragedy was written before or after Don Horatio. One reason for assuming the former play to be a sequel is the passages that allude to a conflict preceding the beginning of The Spanish Trugedy. The matter to which they refer-centering on an affair between Bel-imperia and Andrea, and Castile's wrath at its discovery-is never explained or developed. I quote the relevant passages:
9. Dictionary $National Biography, XI, by Balthazar and his soldiers, but Horatio revenges his friend's death by taking Balthazar captive and leading the Spanish army to victory (3.2). As the funeral procession passes over the stage, Revenge denies the Ghost of Andrea's request to speak to Horatio (3.3). After Andrea's hneral, the Spanish army, Horatio, Lorenzo, and their prisoner are set to return to Spain. Hieronimo speaks the epilogue (3.4).
Critics have tried to account for the origin of I Hieronimo in two radically opposed ways: one group has argued that 1 Hieronimo (or the text from which it originates) and The Spanish Tragedy form a two-part play by Kyd composed in the order in which the events are dramatized. The other group has held that 1 Hieronimo is a clumsy attempt by an anonymous and moderately gifted writer to make money from the popularity of The Spanish Tragedy. The first group includes E G. Fleay, Sidney Lee, Dr. Markscheffel, Gregor Sarrazin, Josef Schick, and, among more recent critics, Andrew S. Cairncross." The supporters of the latter group include Rudolf Fischer, E S. Boas, E. K. Chambers, FClix Carr$re, Philip Edwards, Arthur Freeman, and John Reibetanz.I2
Fleay's, Lee's, and Sarrazin's views were not based on any firm evidence. Schick pointed out significant "stylistic resemblances in tropes and figures, parallel passages, ridiculous puns, common geographical mistakes" (p. xviii) which could argue for Kyd's authorship. In the introduction to his edition of I Hieronimo and The Spanish Tragedy as a two-part play, Cairncross gives the reasons for his revival of a view that had not found any prominent supporters since the beginning of the century: "In the last half-century, however, we have had the revolution in the study of Elizabethan texts caused by the 'memorial' theory of corrupt quartos like I Hieronimo; and, if we assume that this is a memorial version of an original first part by Kyd, we may now return to a modified form of the earlier view" (p. xiv). . . . "It therefore seems reasonable to suggest as the original ofwhich I Hieronimo is a memorial version a longer good text by Kyd, The Spanish Comedy, which preceded The Spanish Tragedy and combined with it to form a two-part play" (p. xix). Unfortunately, Cairncross does not show in detail in what ways the text of I Hieronimo conforms to what we know about memorially reconstructed texts. He shrewdly observes "the curious contradiction between the skilled, complicated construction and occasional strength of expression and characterization, on the one hand, and the many irregularities and defects of the play, on the other," but h s summary statement that this "can be simply explained by imperfect reporting or memorial reproduction of a competent original play by Kyd" (pp. xiv-xv) is not demonstrated with sufficient rigor. Cairncross applies with too much confidence the category of "memorial reconstruction": "The text is indeed extremely corrupt. It is only some 1200 lines long. Even in the absence of a good text for comparison, it seems clear that it is 'memorial' " (p. xv). Surely, texts can be subjected to a corrupting influence in other ways than by "memorial reconstruction." Laurie E. Maguire has recently shown that critics and editors have been too hasty to resort to "memorial reconstruction" when no better answer could be found.I3 Cairncross' edition seems a case in point. Nevertheless, he has usefully reminded critics that the external evidence-the entries in Henslowe's diary and the references in The Spanish Tragedy apparently pointing to earlier events-should be borne in mind in any discussion of the origins of I Hieronimo. His edition may be the reason why two modern professional productions of The Spanish Tragedy have included material from I Hieronimo (see below).
The argument against Kyds involvement in I Hieronimo and in favor of the priority of composition of The Spanish Tragedy was first articulated by Rudolf Fischer's Zur Kunstentwicklung der englischen Tragodie von ihren ersten An3ngen bis zu Shakespeare, an excellent study of which, disappointingly, neither Freeman nor Cairncross seems to have been aware. Fischer usefully opposes the political level ("politischen Theil") of the play to its private level ("familiaren Theil"), a distinction we do well to bear in mind. He argues that the political level is handled rather adroitly ("nicht gerade ungeschickt" [p. 1021) by the anonymous playwright whereas the private level is qualified as odd ("eigerthiimlich" [p. 1031) .
Fischer Ironically, both Freeman's study and Cairncross' edition were published in 1967, and nobody has attempted to settle the dispute since. John Reibetanz's essay deals with the play as published in 1605. He does not examine the play, however, from the perspective of Kyd criticism, but in the context of the wars of the theater which raged during the first years of the seventeenth century. Apart from this shift of emphasis, Reibetanz is in agreement with Boas and does not address Cairncross' and Freeman's views. Emma Smith's recent edition of The Spanish Tragedy includes the text of I Hieronimo, but Smith summarily dismisses Cairncross' argument and sees the "prequel" simply as part of the "afterlife" of The Spanish Tragedy. l6 The purpose of the present survey of criticism has been to bring out the complex and conflicting evidence, the total sum of which no single What appears to have happened is that someone who had come into the possession of a manuscript of Don Horatio largely rewrote the play, omitting the "private level" of the original play dealing, among other things, with Andrea's secret love for Bel-imperia and Castile's wrath at its discovery, as we learn from The Spanish Tragedy For this he substituted Lorenzo's unsuccessfd plot against Andrea's life (B). The "political level," however, was largely left intact (A), albeit possibly cut and further transformed by additions relating to Hieronimo. '' For example, the battle scenes malung up most of Act 3 basically belong to A, but Hieronimo's presence at the battle is an addition. Some of his lines are noticeably grafted upon the original text (for instance 3.2.1-5, 3.2.171-76, and 3.4.7-16). As the (re-)writing was manifestly aimed at burlesquing the hero of The Spanish Tragedy, even the political portions of Don Horatio seem not to have been spared when the writer saw a possibility to ridicule Hieronimo. While some scenes or passages can be attributed to A or to B with some confidence, the occasional intrusions of B into the play's political portions sometimes make it extremely difficult to distinguish one textual layer from the other. The numerous corruptions also contribute to this difficulty.
A and B can also be distinguished by their respective casts. Hieronimo nimo) appear in both. Characters belonging to A, the Kydian part, are Castile (the brother to the Kmg of Spain), Rogero (a Spanish courtier), Pedringano, Villupo ("Don Volluppo" in I Hieronimo), and Alexandro, all of whom reappear or are mentioned in The Spanish Tragedy. Added to these should be Phillippo and Cassimero, two ghost characters appearing in a stage-direction in 3.4 who seem to have played a minor role in the part of Don Horatio that was omitted in the reworking. The characters confined to B consist of Lazarotto (a discontented courtier, a "malcontent"), the Duke of Medma, and Alcario (son of the Duke of Medina, in love with Bel-imperia). What is notable about them is not so much that they do not reappear in T h e Spanish Tragedy (two of the three are killed), but that they are never made mention of, even in situations where the lack of retrospection seems unaccountable.'* A is consistent with and sometimes carefully harmonized with T h e Spanish Trugedy, as several passages demonstrate. The following short scene occurs before the decisive battle against the Portuguese in the course of which Andrea will be lulled:
Bel. You came but now, [and] It may put by the sword, and so be blest.
What happier fortune, then, my selfe can moue? Harke, the drum beckens me; sweet deere, fanvell. This scarfe shall be my charme gainst foes and hell.
And. 0 what deuinity proceeds from loue.
Bel. 0, let me kisse thee first.
Bel. Hath that more power than I?
And.
The drum agen.

Doot quickly then:
Exit Andrea.
Farewell.
Bel.
Farewell. 0 cruell part; Andreas bosome bears away my hart.
Exit Bellimperia. The scene bears hrther characteristics typical of Kyd. Physical action is dexterously integrated into the language: the tying of the scarf ( I Hieronimo, 2.6)' the "love combat'' ( T h e Spanish Tragedy, 2.4), and the handing over of the carkanet (Soliman and Perseda, 2. I). There is nothing parodic or burlesque about the scene. It is as straightforwardly Kydian as any, even though of perfunctory brevity and devoid of the highlights that occur in Kyd's greatest play.
In The evidence suggests that a certain number of verses, possibly about four hundred, which were written around the time of and in conjunction with T h e Spanish Tragedy survive in the text of 1 Hieronimo. To the Kydian portion A belong 2 . I , 2.6, 3. I , 3.2, and 3.4 without some short parodic additions related to Hieronimo, and probably parts of I. I and I .2.21 The internal evidence outlined above as well as the external evidence inherent in the entries in Henslowe's diary and the allusions to prior events in The Spanish Tragedy argue for Kyd's authorship: it is plausible to assume that a two-part play performed by one company during the lifetime ofthe wellestablished author of one of the two parts was written by one pen.
IV
As we have seen, the multiple close correspondences in plot, motivation, characterization, style, and tone between A and The Spanish Tragedy argue against a hack writer's having burlesqued Kyd's masterpiece in order to profit from its popularity early in the seventeenth century. This seems to have been the precise motive, however, behind the writing ofB. In order to analyze its characteristics and demonstrate its incompatibility with The Spanish Tragedy, I will touch upon features ofplot as well as characterization and genre. Furthermore, we learn from The Spanish Tragedy that the love relationship between Andrea and Bel-imperia was a secret and that its discovery triggered her father's wrath ( 1 . 1 . 1 0 -1 1 , 2.1.45-48 ). In the 1605 text, however, there is nothing secret about the relationship between Andrea and Bel-imperia. When Castile hears Lazarotto reveal the whole story, he does not show any signs of surprise (2.5.27ff.). A hrther feature of I Hieronimo that makes it appear less than plausible that it was conceived before The Spanish Tragedy is that the King is acquainted with Horatio in I Hieronimo, placing h m "next vnto his royall bosome" ( I . I .63), whereas he does not recognize him in The Spanish Tragedy ( I .z. I 14-I 5 ) .
Arguing that I Hieronimo is a memorial reconstruction of Don Horatio, Cairncross tried to anticipate these objections by suggesting that "a hack writer using the material of The Spanish Tragedy was likely to produce a version of a fore-piece consistent with it; a memorial version by one or more actors, on the other hand, was likely to show gaps and inconsistencies, as in recognized Elizabethan bad quartos" (p. xvii). Hamlet Q I probably is a "bad" quarto (despite occasional attempts to show the contrary), a memorial reconstruction by an actor who, it seems, played Marcellus. Yet, its relationship to Q2 and F appears to be of a very different kind from that of I Hieronimo to a fore-piece consistent with The Spanish Tragedy. The order of scenes in Hamlet QI differs slightly from the more authoritative texts: one short scene has no correspondence in Q2 and F; the language is at times corrupt and many speeches are shortened. The plot, however, is that of Q2 and E It seems unlikely that actors would have failed to remember some of the essentials of the play's story-line.
We might thus expect even a badly remembered version to contain aspects of the conflicts alluded to. Cairncross has to take considerable liberties with the evidence in order to make it suit his argument. His point that Andrea's "In secret I possess'd a worthy dame" may imply that it was "the 'possession,' not the whole affair, that was secret" (p. xviii) seems strained. According to Cairncross' argument, what would have been the procedure of reconstruction his "one or more actors" followed? O n the one hand, they would have had an extremely close look at The Spanish Tragedy to make their reconstruction compatible with such an unimportant feature as Andrea's scarf. O n the other hand, they would have disregarded gross incompatibilities in plot such as Hieronimo's unawareness of Lorenzo's villainy and suggestions of Castile's wrath at the discovery of Andrea's love for Bel-imperia in The Spanish Tragedy. This is hardly plausible.
As for the differences in characterization, Lorenzo's familiar intercourse with Alcario sharply contrasts with his aristocratic demeanor in
The Spanish Tragedy. Bel-imperia, a "most weeping creature" at the beginning of I .2, seems a parodic version of the very determined character in the second part of the diptych. The prime target of the intentional burlesque, however, is clearly Hieronimo. His opening lines show him to be little more than a buffoon: "My knee sings thanks vnto your highnes bountie; / Come hether, boy Horatio; fould thy ioynts" ( I , I .4-5). The writer of B added short speeches or soliloquies by Hieronimo at the end of 3. I , the beginning and the end of 3.2, and the end of 3 4. In each case the parodic intent is evident; for example: "SO now lusse and imbrace: come, come, / I am wars tuter; strike a larum, drum" (3.1.133-34 This interpretation is supported by the nature of the two textual levels: for instance, by the complete absence of references to the actors' small statures and ofburlesque material in general from the "old" portion (A). In addition, an attempt on the borders of legality and an attempt to burlesque a play from the adult companies seems to be in keeping with the part the Children of the Chapel took in the wars of the theaters, as exemplified by the biting satire in Poetaster and Satiromastix.
The Spanish Tragedy was entered in the Stationers' Register on October 6, I 592, within eight months of the seven recorded performances of Don Horatio. The figures in Henslowe's diary suggest that the popularity of Don Horatio had been considerable, especially considering that it was coming of age in 1592. The intake for Don Horatio on May 21, 1592 ( " m i i j s") was not less than the next four performances of T h e Spanish Tragedy ("xxvij s," "xxiij s," "xxviij s," "xxiiij s"). Only four plays, The Spanish Tragedy, The Jew ofMultu, Henry VI (often assumed to be Shakespeare's "First Part"), and Mully Mulloco, were performed more often from the beginning of Henslowe's entries (February 19, 1592 That the play was called a comedy does not pose a serious problem since Elizabethan generic dstinctions were more vague than ours today. Nor is it difficult to account for "Jeronymo" in the title, which was probably a result of the popularity of The Spanish Tragedy and does not necessarily reflect the importance of Hieronimo's role in the fore-piece. The mention of Horatio, however, is not easy to explain, as nothing in the extant text or in The Spanish Tragedy indicates that he may have been the play's hero. Wrestling with the conflicting evidence, Freeman writes: "Horatio is the lover of the tragedy proper, but not of the action summarized by Andrea's ghost, and if the fore-piece was the comedy of Horatio, one can explain the situation only as the outcome of an effort to capitalize on the popularity of the tragedy by 'inferring' a comedy concerning the romantic hero of the popular play in happier times" (p. 177). This, however, appears to contradict the point he makes a page earlier: "I think it is unlikely that anyone fabricated T h e First Part out of thin air, and far more probable that the extant play represents a revision or rewriting of the original 'spanes commodye,' and hence that it is fairly close, at least in plot, to the early fore-piece" (p. 176). A play close in plot to I Hieronimo is clearly not a comedy on Horatio "in happier times." The evidence is conflicting, but Freeman wants to have it both ways. Perhaps we should beware of making too much of Henslowe's precise wording. As his "titus & ondronicus" illustrates, Henslowe did not go out of his way to get the titles exactly right. Moreover, most ofDon Horatio is lost, and it is possible that Horatio played an important part in the lost romantic part. Alter-natively, the title may have been intended to indicate the continuity ofthe two-part play, the first ending with Horatio's revenge for his friend's death, the second ending with Hieronimo's revenge for h s son's death.
VI
Parts of Don Horatio, then, are preserved in the text of 1 Hieronimo and Don Horatio and The Spanish Tragedy, which Henslowe's diary shows to have been repeatedly performed on two consecutive evenings, formed a two-part play. Theater directors have long realized that The Spanish Tragedy gains from being considered in the context of its fore-piece. I Hieronirno makes clear that Andrea's death is not the accidental result of the ravages of the battle, but the outcome of Balthazar's challenge to Andrea at the Portuguese court (2.1.50ff.). As the pride of the Portuguese is offended by Andrea's request for tribute, Balthazar presents the Spanish prince with "my gage, a neuer fayling pawne" (2.1.52). The spiral of revenge dramatized in The Spanish Tragedy-moving fiom Andrea, to Bel-imperia, to Lorenzo, to Hieronimo-had its origin in an even earlier causal link in Don Horatio. The productions at the Citizens Theatre Glasgow (1978) and at the Shakespeare Center in New York (1986) both made use of 1 Hieronimo which makes it seem all the more surprising that most critics have refixed to consider The Spanish Tragedy in the context of its f~r e -p i e c e .~~ If The Spanish Tragedy was conceived afier Don Horatio as the passages referring to specific past events imply, its dramatic architecture becomes more intelligible. It has often been pointed out that the structure of The Spanish Tragedy, especially its beginning, is in some respects rather Granted, the first act, if well performed, can evoke an effective atmosphere of unease as the spectators try in vain to make sense of the outcome predicted by Revenge on the one hand ( I. I .86-89) and the unfolding of the events on the other. Even so, it is surprising that Hieronimo, under whose name the play was generally known during its time, is a secondary character until 2.5. He is a minor figure at court, father ofone of the central characters in the romantic plot, and the Master of the Revels who presents a masque to a courtly audence. In many ways his role is that of Egeus in the Folio text of A Midsummer Night's Dream.3' Only after Horatio's murder does Hieronimo have the role of protagonist thrust upon him. Thereafter, the primary interest clearly centers on the revenge for the murder of Horatio, and not for the killing of Andrea. "From this point," Bowers writes, "the ghost and his theme, which was to be the core ofthe play, are superfluous; and, indeed, need never have been introduced" (p. 68). 32 The play's singular dramatic architecture becomes clearer if we realize that The Spanish Tragedy was constructed to be continuous with but also understandable without the first part. In fact, the opening scenes represent a detailed and somewhat laborious transition from the chief concern of Don Horatio to that of The Spanish Tragedy. There is something highly meticulous about Kyd's plotting. In Soliman and Perseda, he goes to great lengths to adapt the story ofthe loss and recovery ofthe carkanet found in his source. Only when the chain is restored to its owner and Erastus goes into exile after murdering Ferdinand0 does the central conflict involving Soliman, Perseda, and Erastus get under way. In The Spani~h Tragedy, he similarly spends much time tracing the transition from the fore-piece to Hieronimo's revenge. Kyds painstaking dramaturgy may at times appear counterproductive, at the expense of greater dramatic dynamics. Kyd's weakness, however, is at the same time his strength, as it is bound up with his interest in complex causality, whch he dramatized as no other English playwright had before lum.
If The Spanish Tragedy is a sequel to a play that dramatized "the Warres of Portugall," as the subtitle of 1 Hieronimo has it, then the thematic relevance of the Portuguese subplot becomes more easily understandable.33 Even Villuppo's treachery may have been prepared for in Don 3 I . Philostratus, Master of the Revels in Q, is absent from F and his lines are given to Egeus. 32. Considering the relative critical neglect of the sequence prior to Horatio's murder, it is noteworthy that Frank Whigham's dense analysis of "fantasies of power and control and achieved security" @. As it turns out, Vollupo is the one character who is conspicuously absent from the battle. Don Rogero is finally killed not by Vollupo, but by Alexandro, who is the target of Villuppo's treachery in The Spanish Tragedy. Even though Vollupo's villainy is nowhere commented upon, his absence from the battle is surprising, and the original text of Don Horatio may well have elaborated his character and hrther motivated the subplot in The Spanish Tragedy.
The repercussions of the impact of the fore-piece upon The Spanish Tragedy extend as far as the final catastrophe. Hieronimo's lulling of innocent Castile (4.4.201 .s.d.) , whom Kyd had made a point of showing as a benevolent peacemaker between Lorenzo and Hieronimo (3. 14), has understandably puzzled critics. Various explanations for Hieronimo's rash deed have been advanced. Bowers interpreted it as a reflection of contemporary abhorrence of private revenge, Freeman as redress of an imbalance ("Balthazar for Bel-imperia, Lorenzo for Horatio, Castile for Hieronimo"), while Hammersmith argued that "the thematic design of the play, not the plot, generates the inevitability of Castile's death."34 While none of this is wrong, it is important to add that Kyd's concern again appears to have been the unity of his dramatic diptych: the first part dramatized Castile's fierce opposition to Andrea and Bel-imperia's lovehis wrath having been such that Bel-imperia still fears it late in The Spanish Tragedy (3.14.106-I 3)-while the second part contains the corresponding punishment administered by Revenge and approved of by the Ghost of the wronged Andrea.
If we assume, therefore, as seems indeed likely, that Kyd wrote The Spanish Tragedy as a sequel, we are in a position to appreciate more hlly the dramaturgical problem he faced: aware that the narrative of the sec- 
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ond part was to move away from Andrea, the hero of the first part, he was nevertheless anxious to preserve a unity over the entirety of his two-part play. The use of the handkerchief which appears and reappears in various episodes throughout the two parts, thereby tying sequences and characters together, has been shown above. Another ingenious device that allowed Kyd to strengthen the unity ofhis two-part play was to provide The Spanish Tragedy with a frame that would recall the first part. As Andrea's premature death in unfair battle ( I Hieronimo, 3.2.106-10; The Spanish Tragedy, I .4.16-26) and Bel-imperia's consequent feelings of revenge ( I .4.65) bridge the two plays, so the Ghost of Andrea and Revenge carry the drama of Don Horatio over into its sequel and keep it alive throughout the play. After Horatio's death in 2.4, Revenge and the Ghost of Andrea on the one hand and the characters of the play proper on the other seem to have different concerns. While Hieronimo and even Bel-imperia are bent on revenging Horatio and have forgotten Andrea, the Ghost of Andrea reminds us that the play's initial concern was with having his death revenged. While the play proper stresses the central interests of The Spanish Tragedy, the frame keeps us aware of the wider perspective of the two-part play. Kyd's device is much more than a makeshift solution: it simultaneously allows him to dramatize the play's central tension between a determinist universe suggested by the frame where the outcome of the action is known from the beginning ( I . I .85-89) and a world of human causality implied by the "play within" where Hieronimo shapes and acts out his own destiny. ' presumably in order to recall the Tamburlaine plays printed the year before; Selimus (c. I 591) was projected as a two-part play of which only the first part was written; and Strange's Men performed I and z Tamar Cham (of which only a transcript of the plot of the first part survives). Finally, besides 1 and z Henry IV(1597-98), Shakespeare wrote two plays on the War of the Roses, or on the "Contention" between the houses of York and Lancaster as the titles of the early quartos (1594/95) have it, which may also be considered as a two-part play: 2 and 3 Henry VI.
The Elizabethan two-part play has had its share of critical attention. ness to The Spanish Tragedy: the "poniard" and the "cord" mentioned in the opening stage direction are reminiscent of Hieronimo who enters with "a poniard in one hand, and a rope in the other" (3.12). Like Horatio, Feliche has been murdered at night, hanged on stage, and his mangled body, like Horatio's, is hidden behind a curtain before being shown to the audience. As G. K. Hunter has pointed out, "Andrugio, the deprived father of the play, is obviously modeled on Kyds H i e r~n i m o . "~~ These examples could be multiplied.
G. K. Hunter analyzes it in relation to
Reavley Gair, editor of Antonio's Revenge for the Revels Plays, agrees that Marston's play "adheres rigidly to [the] form ofrevenge tragedy," but thinks that "Antonio's Revenge is exceptional in that it is ostensibly the second part of a play which began as a ~ornedy."~' Yet judging by the extant evidence, Kyd's Don Horatio, which Henslowe repeatedly called a comedy, was just as generically mixed as Antonio and Mellida. So, while it has long been recognized that the second half of Marston's two-part play is in many ways a reworking of The Spanish Tragedy, as an intentional burlesque or not, critics do not seem to have considered that Marston also followed Kyd in writing a two-part play consisting ofa generically mixed play and a revenge tragedy.38
The Tragedy of Hofman, or Revenge for a Father, for which Chettle received payment from Henslowe on December 29, 1602, may be a further revenge tragedy that was written as a sequel. O n July 7 of the same year Henslowe had paid Chettle one pound for the now lost "danyshe tragedy" which Greg, following earlier critics, imagines "was a fore-piece dealing with the story of Hoffman's father, such as the extant work throughout presupp~ses."~~ Like Antonio's Revenge, Chettle's play does not hide its debts to The Spanish Tragedy: Hoffman, like Hieronimo, "Strikes ope a curtaine where appeares a body" ( I . I.8.s.d.) , and a bloody handkerchief spurs the hero to vengeance.40 As the brothers Mathias and Lodowick are clearly meant to recall the paired characters of the same names in TheJew ofMalta, the echoes of the names Jeronimo, Lorenzo, Horatio, and Isabella in Jerome, Lorrique, Hoffman, and Lucibella may be more than coincidence. It seems at least possible that Chettle's twopart structure was also inspired by Kyd's.
Chapman's Bussy d'Ambois and The Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois constitute a third two-part play that conforms to the pattern established by Kyd and followed by Marston and possibly Chettle. Even though several years elapsed between the original writing of Bussy d'Ambois and T h e Revenge ofBussy d'Ambois, Chapman appears to have revised Bussy around the time he wrote The Revenge, smoothing out the transition between the two plays in the process; moreover, it has been argued that The Revevtge "was * . intended as a genuine dramatic sequel to the revised B~ssy."~' Even though adopting the external form of the revenge tragedy, Chapman's dramatization is as much his criticism of the genre as his own contribution to it, casting Clermont as the stoic and morally responsible counterpart to the impassioned revenger of The Spanish Tragedy and its progeny. That Chapman adopted the two-part structure of the prototype for this criticism may be significant.
Why did several playwrights follow Kyd by adding a revenge tragedy as a sequel to a first part? The revenge tragedy is a subgenre of the tragedy of intrigue, its peculiarity being that it dramatizes the reaction to, rather than the instigation of, a crime-typically a murder. By definition, the revenge forms a sequel, a "second part" in a course of events. Andrea, Andrugio, Hoffman's father, and Busy have all been killed before the revenge tragedies begin and the ensuing action follows naturally upon what precedes. If the revenge is to preserve its dramatic urgency, not only the revenger but also the spectators must remember the cause. If an audience has seen the first part, possibly even on the eve of the sequel as audiences of The Spanish Tragedy could have in I 592, then the emotional background against which the revenge tragedy is placed is ideally present to the audience. The revenge tragedy sequel, even ifit is an afterthought, as it certainly was in Chapman's case and may have been in Kyd's, therefore gains in unity by having its central concern already prepared for: the quest for vengeance.
According to Hunter, unity in the Elizabethan two-part play "depends on a parallel setting-out of the incidents rather than on any picking-up of all the threads of Part One. The two-part plays we have examined all use this method, with a greater or lesser degree of success, and it is the only method I have been able to find." Nevertheless, Kyd was not content to construct his two-part play with a unity of theme, but elaborately dramatized the trajectory ofhis plot from the first to the second part in order to preserve dramatic unity in this regard. Although "the greater number of surviving two-part plays of the Elizabethan period are not unified in any way," Kyd's clearly is.42 Clifford Leech singled out 2 and3 Henry Was an example oftwo closely related plays with "a continuous action running through the two Parts." 43 It thereby resembles what the extant evidence allows us to gather about Kyd's two-part play, composed a few years earlier. Kyd and Shakespeare terminate the first part with an important battle, bringing about a provisional result after which the play can pause. Both effect a smooth transition from the first to the second part. At the beginning of3 Henry VI, the play, in Samuel Johnson's words, "is only divided from the former for the convenience of exhibition; for the series of action is continued without i n t e r r u~t i o n . "~~ The first part ends with Wanvick and York determined to pursue the Kmg, and the second part opens with the same two characters recognizing that the King has managed to escape. Kyd's first part presumably ended with the Lord General's declaration that "The day is ours and ioy yeelds happy treasure; / Set on to Spaine in most triumphant measure" (3.4.5-6). 45 In the same vein, after Andrea has recalled the highlights of the first part, the sequel begins with the Spanish King's "Now say Lord General, how fares our camp?" ( I .2. I ) . Apart from the introduction ofthe frame in The Spanish Tragedy, both plays start in medias yes and the action continues where the first part left off. The certainty of Kyd's bleak afterworld is adapted to the uncertainties and hopes of Shakespeare's unstable historical landscape. In conclusion, Kyd and Shakespeare were the first dramatists of the public stage to write tightly and coherently organized two-part plays with a continuous plot; it seems that Shakespeare owed more than some occasional hints to his predecessor.
I have argued for a new interpretation of the textual history of I Hieronimo. Critics have hitherto taken one oftwo diametrically opposed views, one claiming that Kyd wrote Don Horatio and that I Hieronirno is a version of it, the other holding that I Hieronirno was written much later in an attempt to profit from the popularity of The Spanish Tragedy and is not related to Don Horatio. The two views only become compatible if we realize that the play is made up of two textual layers of a completely different generic nature and with radically different relationships to The Spanish Tragedy. One level, "A," is compatible in plot, tone, and characterization with its companion piece. It is indeed finely harmonized with the plot details of its sequel and dramatizes the material of which the opening scenes in The Spanish Tragedy represent a faithhlly reported summary. The other textual level, "B," is in every respect incompatible with The Spanish Tragedy. Whereas the first layer is generically mixed, a "tragical-comical-historical-pastoral" in the words of Polonius, the second is an intentional burlesque.
The first level, I have argued, is a textually corrupt version of parts of Don Horatio, the first half of a continuous and interrelated diptych of which the second part is The Spanish Tragedy. Kyd appears to have been the writer of a large-scale two-part play of which more is extant than has been supposed, and it seems that Kyd, along with Marlowe, triggered the vogue for the contemporary two-part play. The intrinsic value of what is extant of Don Horatio does not add much to Kyd's reputation. It is nevertheless of considerable importance to the study of Kyd, and at least three inferences about The Spanish Tragedy can be drawn from it: the vicious circle of revenge has long begun when Andrea speaks the prologue to The Spanish Tragedy, the play's complex and puzzling structure results from the connection with the prequel, and the subplot seems to grow out of its more complex counterpart in the first part. The Spanish Tragedy, that is, needs to be read with what is extant of Don Horatio.
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